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Introduction

The construction of motivic cohomology theories whose existence was predicated through conjec-
tures by among others, A. Grothendieck [Kleim], A. Beilinson [Beil], [Bei2] and S. Lichtenbaum
[Lichtl],[Licht2], has generated a lot of new research activities in algebraic geometry in the last
eight years.

The constructions treated in this dissertation have been largely of two types:
(1). Motivic cohomology over a field defined as cohomology groups of certain complexes whose
terms are given by explicit generators and relations generalizing the Milnor higher K-groups (see
[BGSV],[BMS],[Gonch]). This type of construction helped V. Voevodsky in giving a proof for
the so-called Milnor conjecture which is a special case of the Bloch-Kato conjecture, see {2.4}.
(2). Motivic cohomology of schemes as the cohomology of a complex defined in terms of alge-
braic cycles which generalizes the classical definition of Chow groups (see [Bloch], [Bloch2], [BK]
and [Grayson]). This last approach, initiated by S. Bloch through his earlier definition of higher
Chow groups, has also ramified into several types of motivic theories based on algebraic cycles.

The aim of this project is to review some of the central ideas behind these constructions, espe-
cially the theory of sheaves with transfers as well as homotopy invariant pretheories discussed
in chapter three. We now briefly discuss the contents of this dissertation.
Chapter one gives some preliminary ideas of schemes and morphisms, some homological alge-
bra in abelian categories and Grothendieck topologies. Chapter two is concerned mainly with
K-theory of exact categories, schemes and fields. We indicate briefly the connection between
Milnor and Quillen K-theory of fields as well as state the important results of Merkurjev, Suslin,
Rost and Voevodsky all of which are special cases of the Bloch-Kato conjecture (see {2.4}). The
improved version of relative cycles earlier used in the definition of higher Chow groups by S.
Bloch, are defined in chapter three (see {3.1} and {3.2}). This version is due to A. Suslin and V.
Voevodsky. We then introduce presheaves with transfers along with their generalization called
homotopy invariant pretheories providing examples arising in Etale cohomology and Algebraic
K-theory. In the last chapter we define motivic cohomology and Bloch's higher Chow groups
as well as indicate some connection between motivic cohomology and higher Chow groups as
conjectured by S. Bloch [Bloch]. We also indicate the connection between Quillen K-theory and
higher Chow groups which generalizes an earlier theorem of A. Grothendieck. In the process
of doing the above, we also mention a link between Suslin's singular homology for schemes and
etale cohomology.



Chapter 1

Background materials

1.1 Schemes and morphisms

Zariski sheaves 1.1.1 Let X be topological space. Set Xxop to be a category whose objects
are non-empty open subsets of X with inclusions as morphisms. Call XrOp a Zariski site.
Define a (Zariski) sheaf of commutative rings on X to be a contravariant functor (or a presheaf)
F: Xxop —> CRings such that the local property holds. That is the following sequence is exact
for any covering {Ui}i^\ of an open subset U in X.

o _> F(U) -> rii F(Ui)i Uij F(ut n Uj).

The exactness of this sequence means that the second arrow is injective and the set of all points
at which two pararel arrows take the same value is equal to the image of the second arrow.
Similarly a sheaf of "sets with structures" can be denned.
Schemes 1.1.2 A locally ringed space consists of a pair (X,A) of a topological space X and a
sheaf A of commutativ e rings on (the site) XTOP such that all stalks

Ax:=limA{U)
xeu

are local rings. Let (X, A) be a (locally) ringed space and let / : X —> Y be a continous map into
a topological space Y. Then there is a natural way to get a sheaf f*A on Y. This sheaf sends
an object V of site YrOp to A(f~1(V)). A morphism between two locally ringed spaces (X,A)
and (Y,B) is a continous map f-.X—tY together with a morphism of sheaves 4>:B —> f*A
such that the induced map cpx:Bf^ —> Ax is a local homomorphism of rings for any x € X.
An affine scheme (Spec(R),R) is a locally ringed space with the undelying topological space
as Spec(R): = the set of prime ideals in the commutative ring R equipped with the Zariski
topology; a closed set is of the form V{E) :— {p G Spec(A) | p D E} for some subset E in R, and
the sheaf R with value Rtf^1} at D(/) := Spec(R) — V(/) for each non-nilpotent element / € R.
And finally a scheme is a locally ringed space (X, @x) which is locally affine, that is for each
x G X there exists an open neighborhood U of x so that the locally ringed space (U, &x\U) is
affine. Let (X, &x) be a scheme. An Ox~module is a sheaf of Z—modules which is campatible
with Ox-structure, i.e. for each open subset U of X there is a T(U, &x) -module structure on
F(U) so that ifVCU the morphism F(U) -> F(V) is campatible with those structures. The
category of all &x~modules will be denoted by Cx — mod.
Unramified morphisms 1.1.3. Let S be a scheme. An S—scheme f:X —» 5 is said to be
unramified at a ponit x G X if / is locally of finite presentation type at x, the maximal ideal of
&x,x is generated by the one of @s,f{x) through the morphism of sheaves 0s -> f*^x, and k(x)
is a finite separable extension of k(f{x)).



If the base scheme is spectrum of a field k, then an S—scheme X is unramified if and only if X
is a disjoint union of finitely many spectra of fields, each of which a separable field extension of
k.
Etale morphisms 1.1.4 A 5-scheme f:X ->• S is said to be flat at a point x € X just when
@x,x is a fl^ ^s./(z)~alget>ra. An etale morphism at a point, is one which is both fiat and
unramified at that point.
Smooth morphisms 1.1.5 A morphism / : X —> S is called smooth of relative dimension n at
a given point x 6 X if there is an open neighborhood U of x in X and a commutative diagram

where 3 is etale and p is the canonical projection. A morphism f:X —> 5 is smooth if it is
smooth at all points of X. An important property of smooth schemes is that for a smooth
morphism f:X -» S if 5 is reduced (respectively normal, respectively regular) then X is also
reduced (respectively normal, respectively regular).
Propos i t ion 1.1.6 [EGA IV2, 2.4.6] A locally of finite presentation morphism which is flat, is
open.
Propos i t ion 1.1.7 If X is a smooth scheme over a field k, then the set of closed points x € X
so that k(x) is separable over k is dense in X.
Proof Let XQ be a point and let U be a neighborhood of x provided by smoothness. Hence the
structure morphism factors as

U —2-> A£ —-> Spec(k)

where g is etale. If a; is in U, then since g is unramified k(x) is separable and finite over k(g(x)),
hence the statement follows once we show that g(U) contains a closed point y such that k(y)
is a separable extension of k. To prove this, note that by 1.1.6 g(U) is open, being the image
of an open set by a flat morphism. Now it is clear that the set of closed points of A£ having
separable residue field extension over k is dense; indeed if k is perfect then every closed point of
A£ has an algebraic residue field extension over k hence the density of that set becomes clear.
If k is not perfect, then it has infinitely many points so the set of k—rational points in A£ is
dense. •
Propos i t ion 1.1.8 Let X be a locally of finite type scheme over a field. If X is geometrically
reduced then the smooth locus of X is open and dense in X.

1.2 Some homological algebra in abelian categories

1.2.1 Abelian Categories

An additive category is one for which all Horn sets are Abelian groups, the composition of
morphisms is bilinear and finite products and coproducts exist. It is clear by definition that
such a category contains a unique zero object. An additive funtor from an additive category to
some other additive category is one which induces homomorphisms of abelian groups between
Horn sets. An additive functor F: A —>• B is said to be fully faithful if for any objects A and A'
in A' the map H.om(A, A') —> H.om(F(A),F(A')) is a bijective homomorphism.

Examples 1.2.1.1 The category R—mod of modules over a ring R and its fully faithful sub
category of finitely generated modules are additive.The categories Sets, Groups and Rings
are not additive.

Definition 1.2.1.2 Let / : M —> N be a morphism in an additive category, we define the Kernel



and Cokernel of this morphism as follows. Kernel of / , denoted by Kerf is the equivalence class
of all pairs (K, a) where a : K -» M is a morphism and fa = 0 in Hom(K,N) and if f/3 — 0
for some morphism j3 then there exists a unique morphism p with ap = ft. For two such pairs
(K, a) ~ (K',/3) if there is an isomorphism i : K' —> K so that «' = ai. Dually we have the
notion of Cokerf.

Remark 1.2.1.3 Assume KerCokerf and CokerKerf exist for some morphism f : M —> N
in an additive category A. Then / factors as

M ->• CokerKerf -» KerCokerf -» iV.

Definition 1.2.1.4 An additive category 4̂ is said to be abelian if every morphism / admits
a kernel and a Cokernel, such that the induced morphism CokerKerf —> KerCokerf is an
isomorphism.

Examples 1.2.1.5
I. The category R—mod of modules over a ring R is abelian.
II. The category of abelian sheaves on a topological space is abelia,n.

Theorem 1.2.1.6 (Mitchell's Theorem) [Popes, 11.6 Chapter 4" If A is a small abelian cat-
egory then there exists a ring R and a fully faithful exact covariant functor A—> R-mod.

Definition 1.2.1.7 An abelian categoryA is said to be:
— Ab3 if it has arbitrary colimits.
— Ab4 if it is Ab3 and direct sums are exact.
— Ab5 if it is Ab3 and direct limits are exact.

Theorem 1.2.1.8 Let A and A' be categories, with A' abelian. Then the following hold.
(1). The functor category Horn (A, A') is abelian.
(2). If the abelian category A is Ab3 and has generators then both properties hold in
HomCat(A,A').
(3). If A' is Ab5, so does HomCat(A, A').

For a proof of the previous theorem see [Tamme] 0.1.3.1 and 0.1.4.3 . In an abelian category
A an object / is said to be injective if the contravariant functor hj: A -» Ab which sends an
object A to Hom^(A, /) is (right)exact. An abelian category has enough injectives if any object
can be maped by a monomorphism into an injective one. As an example the category R — mod
and the category &x - mod have enough injectives. An abellian category A has generators if
there exists an object Z such that for any object A there is an epimorphism ®i^\Z ->• A, i.e. A
is a quotient of a sum of copies of Z.

Theorem 1.2.1.9 [Tohoku 1.1.10] Let A be an abelian category. If A is Ab5 and has generators
then A has enough injectives.

1.2.2 Right derived functors

Let C be an abelian category and let C be an additive category. A covariant 6—functor from
C to C is a collection of covariant additive functors T = (Tz)i>0 wrch connections 8 : Tl(A") -»
Tl+l{A') defined for each i > 0 and each short exact sequence in C like

s/ : 0 -»• A' -> A -»• A" -> 0

the following extra conditions are satisfied:
Rl- For any morphism between two short exact sequences ^/ , SB the diagram below commutes.



R.2- To any short exact sequence srf there is associated a complex in C :

: 0 -> T°(A') -»• T°{A) -

If C is exact, a <5-functor T is called exact if in the condition R2-, the complex T{sf) is exact.
A morphism between two 8—funtors T and T' is a family / — (fl)i>o of natural transformations
p : Tz —>• T'1 such that for each short exact sequence A the diagram below commutes.

Let C and C be abelian categories, and F : C -» C' a left exact functor. The right derived
functor of F is the universal exact 5—functor from C to C extending JF and denoted by HF =
(RlF)i>Q. For a proof of theorem below see [Tamme, 0.2.2.1] .

Theorem 1.2.2.1 Let C be an abelian category with enough injectives, and C an abelian
category. Then for each left exact additive functor F : C —> C' the right derived functor exists.

1.2.3 Spectral sequences

Let A be an abelian category and A an object in A. A decreasing filtration of A is a fam-
ily F{A) = (Fp(A))peZ so that Fp+l{A) C FP{A). A spectral sequence in A is a system
E = {EP'g,En) where the Epq are objects is A for p,q € Z and r > 2, and £ n are filtered
objects for n £ Z and the following are satisfied:
1- For each p, q € Z and r > 2 there exixs a morphism d?'9 : E?'q —> Er+r '9~ r+1 with
dP+r'9-r+1<#'« = 0.
2- For any p, g and r, there exists an isomorphism G ^ X : Jm>^!!.'r̂ +r'_ix —> E™^.

3- For each p, q € Z there is an integer ro such that the morphisms d%'q and dr~r'9+r~ vanish
for all r > r0. We define E™ := \\mr-+00Er'q which makes sense by 2-. It is also required that
Fp(En) is zero for p sufficiently large and is En for sufficiently small value of p.
4-For each p, q € Z the isomorphism $£ : E%? ->

Remarks 1.2.3.1
I. If Epq — o whenever r > 2 and for p < 0 or q < 0 then the condition of Epq being independent
from r for sufficiently large r automatically holds. In this case the spectral sequence is called a
cohomological spectral sequence.
II. A spectral sequence E = (Epq, En) will be written as E\'q => Ep+q.
III. A morphism of spectral sequences E = (Epq,En) and E' = (Elp'q,E'n) is a system
u = (ur'q,un) where up9 : Epq -> Elp'q and un : En —» E'n are morphisms in A and
un(Fs(En)) C Fs(E'n) for each n,s,€ Z and Wr'9 and itn commute with d?'9 and o^'9 and

The follwing theorem is immediate from the definition of a spectral sequence. For detail see
[Milne], Appendix B.
Theorem 1.2.3.2 (The five term exact sequence) Let E be a cohomological spectral se-
quence in an abelian category A. The following sequence is exact in A:

Theorem 1.2.3.3 [Tohoku, 1.2.4.1] Let A,A' and A" be abelian categories, where A,A' have
enough injectives. Let F : A —>• A' and G : A' -¥ A" be left exact additive functors. Assume
that F maps injectives in A to G — acyclic objects (that is for any injective object /, we have



RqG{F(I)) = 0 if q > 1). Then there exists a functor from A to Spectral (A"),the category of
spectral sequences in A", by sending an object A to the following spectral sequence:

BPG(R"F(A)) = » Rp+q(GF)(A).

Corollary 1.2.3.4 With notations in previous theorem, there exist an exact sequence for each
object A in A:

0 -» R}G(F(A)) ->• R}(GF)(A) -> G(R1F)(A) -> R2(GF)(A).

Proof. Apply the five term exact sequence to the spectral sequence in previous theorem.

1.3 Grothendieck topologies

Definition 1.3.1 A Grothendieck topology T (or site) consists of a category Cat(T) and a
collection Cov(T) whose elements are families U{ —> U of morphis:ms in Coi(T) such that the
following axioms are satisfied.
- T l For {Ui -> U} in Cov(T) and any morphism V -> U in Ca*(T) all products t/j Xy F
exist and {Ui xv V -^ V} is in Cov(T).
- T2 For {Ui -> C/} in Ccw(T) and a family {F;j -» £/,} in C<w(T) for all i, the new family
{Vij -*• £7} is in Cov(T).
- T3 any {<j>: U —)• F} is a covering,where </> is an isomorphism.

A morphism between two sites T and T' is a functor between the underlying categories F :
Cat(T) -> Cat(T') such that for each covering {Ui -> t/}i6i in T the family {F(Ui) -> F(U)}iei
is a covering in T'. In addition, for any morphism V —> U the natural morphism F(Ui Xy V) ->
F(Ui) XF(U) F{V) ls a n isomorphism for each i € I.

Let T be a site and U an object of its underlying category. The collection of all coverings
{Ui —>• £/} of U forms a category which will be denoted by Ju- A map or refinement between
two objects {Ui —> £7}iei and {Vj -> £/}j<=j is a map e : I -> J with a [/-morphism fa : Ui -> F£(j)
for each « in I.

Examples 1.3.2
(1). Let C be any category with finite products. Then there exist a canonical structure of
Grothendieck topology on it as follows. The underlying category is the same as C and the
covering is a universal family of effective epimorphisms {Ui —> U}, that is for any object Z and
for any base change {Vi := Ui X-u V —> F} along a morphism F —>• C/ the following sequence is
exact in Ab:

0 -> Hom(F, Z) ->• ]lHom( Vh Z)l Uij Hom( Vt x K Fi? Z).

This is actually the finest topology on C for which all representative functors are abelian sheaves.
(2). For an arbitrary topological space X we introduce a topology(site) denoted by Xj>op. The
category of this site is partially ordered category of non-empty open subsets of X ordered by
inclusion, and a family is a covering if it is a set-theoretical covering. The site Top has the
category of topological spaces, and a family {Y, -> X} which are iscmorphic over X to a family
as above.
(3). The Zariski small site of a scheme is just the site mentioned in example (2) above, and this
is denoted by Xzar-
(4). The Zariski big site associated to a scheme S has the category Sch/5 of schemes over S
as the underlying category, and a family {Ui -> U} is a covering, if it is i7-isomorphic to a
covering of U in Zariski small site. We may denote this site by Schzar/S.
(5) . The small etale site. Let X be a scheme denote Et/X the category of etale X-Schemes.



We define the site X& as follows, take the category of this site to be Et/X and a family of
morphisms of etale X—Schemes {Ui -» U} is called a covering if this family has a surjective
image.
(6). The big etale site of a scheme, which will be denoted by Sch^/5, is the site with Sch/X
the category of X—Schemes, as the underlying category, and surjective families {Ui —>• U} of
etale X—morphisms as the covering families.
(7). The Nisnevich small site, is another Grothendieck topology related to a scheme. This site
will be denoted by X^iS: the underlying category is Et/X and a family of morphisms {Ui -> U}
is a covering if for each point x in U there is an index i and a point yi in Ui such that the
morphism Ui —>• U sends yi to x and the induced homomorphism of residue fields k(x) —> k(yi)
is an isomorphism. Similar to etale big site of a scheme we have the notion of Nisnevich big site
of X. In the case of the base scheme X is the spectrum of a field k we will explain in detail
the Nisnevich site associated to X. Clearly the objects are finite products of fields etale over k
and a family of fields cover a field k' just when one of these fields is k—isomorphic to k' by the
induced map.
(8). The h-topology, qfh-topology and cdh-topology. A morphism f-.X—tY of schemes is called
a topological epimorphism if the underlying topological space of Y is a quotient space of X via
/ . A morphism which is a topological epimorphism after any base change is called a universal
topological epimorphism. The h-topology is the minimal Grothendieck topology on the category
Sch of schemes such that any finite family {ff.Xi —> X} with TJ/j:]JXi —> X a universal
topological epimorphism, is a covering. The qfh-topology is the minimal grothendieck topology
on Sch such that a h-covering {fa: Xi —> X} whose elements are quasi finite, is a covering. The
cdh-topology is the minimal Grothendieck topology on the category of schemes such that any
Nisnevich covering is a covering, and any morphism of the form fy \\fz'-Y\\Z —> X where
fz'-Z —» X is a closed embedding and fy'-Y —>• X is a proper morphism which induces an
isomorphism /yX(X — fz(Z)) —>• X — fz(Z). For more information on the h-, qfh- and cdh-
topologies see [Voe] and [VSF, Chapter 2, 4.1].
(9). Let G be a profinite group, i.e. a compact totally disconnected topological group. It is easy
to show that for such a group G there is a canonical isomorphism G = lim G/H where the limit
is taken over all open normal subgroups H C G. Consider the category TQ of all continuous
G—sets (i.e. discrete sets U, on which G acts continuously from the left) with G-maps as
morphisms. Endow this category with the canonical topology discussed in example (1) above.
One can check that a covering in this category is just a surjective family of morphisms. It can be
shown that all sheaves of sets on this topology are representable. Consider the small etale site
Spec(k)et of spectrum of a field k. The assignment X ^ X(k) := HomSch/k(Spec(k),X), where
k is an algebraic closure of k, gives an equivalence between two sites Spec{k)^t and T^Gallk/k)-
In particular, there is an equivalence between the category of abelian sheaves on Spec(k)et and
the category of continuous Gal(k/k)—modules.
(10). The fpqc- and fppf-topology. Let S be a base scheme. The fpqc-topology is a site with
the category Sch/S as the underlying category of objects and a covering is a family of (Zariski
covering) morphisms which are faithfully flat and quasi-compact. The fppf-topology is another
topology on Sch/S with faithfully flat and of finite presentation surjective families as coverings.

Remarks 1.3.3.
(1). Any representable contravariant functor from Sch/5 to Sets is a sheaf with respect to
fpqc-topology and, hence, with respect to fppf, etale and Zariski topologies.
(2). There is a natural morphism of topologies X& —> X]^is —> Xzar-
(3). Let X be a scheme. Then the closed immersion Xre^ —> X induces an equivalence of
Nisnevich sites Xre^Nis ~* X^is-
(4). By a theorem of Nisnevich, XN{S has enough points, in the sense that there is a set



of points of XpfiS such that a morphism of Nisnevich sheaves is an isomorphism (respectively
monomorphism, respectively epimorphism) if the induced morphisms of stalks at points of that
set, are isomorphism (respectively monomorphism, respectively epimorphism).

Theorem 1.3.4 Let X be a Noetherian scheme. Then we have the following:
(1). For any finite morphism / : Y -> X the induced functor /* : Ypjis -> -X'iVw is exact, and
R?/, = 0 for q > 0.
(2). Cohomological dimension of XN%S < Krull-dim(X).

1.3.1 Presheaves and Sheaves

Let T be a site, a presheaf on it with values in a category C is simply a contravariant functor
F : Cat(T) -*C. A presheaf of sets on a site T is said to be a sheaf if for each covering {Ui —» U}
the following is an exact sequence in Sets:

o -> F(U) -> UiHUiU UijWi *u Uj).

A presheaf F with value in a category A is called a sheaf if for each object A of A the
presheaf of sets defined by ¥A{X) :=HomA(^4, F(X)) is a sheaf of sets. The category of
presheaves (respectively sheaves) on T with values in a category C is denoted by Presh(T,C)
(respectively Shea(T,C)). The first two statements in the following theorem is just a rewriting
of Theorem 1.2.1.8, and for a proof of the third part see [Tamme 1.3.2.1]. This theorem and
Theorem 1.2.1.9 imply the next corollary.

Theorem 1.3.1.1 [Tohoku] Let A be any abelian category. Then the following hold.
I. If C is Ab5, so is Presh(T,C).
II. If C is Ab3 and has generators, so is Presh(T,C).
III. The category of abelian sheaves on T is abelian, Ab5 and has generators.

Corollary 1.3.1.2 If C is an abelian category, Ab5 and has generators then the category
Presh(T,C) has enough injectives.

We have also the following simple observation.

Proposition 1.3.1.3 The functor «T : Shea(T,Ab) -» Presh(T,Ab) is left exact, and has a
left adjoint exact functor called the sheafification of presheaves.

Here we will recall briefly the construction of a sheaf associated to a presheaf. Let T be a site and
F an abelian presheaf on T. By the above proposition we are looking for a morphism F -> F^
into a sheaf such that each morphism from F into an arbitrary sheaf admits a unique factoriza-
tion through F+. Let U' ->• U be a morphism in T. Define a subset H°{U'/U, F) C F(U') to be
the set of all elements £inF(U') with the following property: if ^ and £2 are the pull-backs of
£ with respect to the projections U' Xy U' —)• U', then there is a covering V —>• U' Xu U' such
that the images of £1 and £2 with respect to F(U' xu~U') -> F(V) coincide in F(V). If U' varies
over Sch/5, then we get an inductive system ((H°(U'/U,F)))ui. Provided that the site T is
not "too big", we can take direct limit and set

:= lim H°(U'/U,F).

Now it can easily be proved that the canonical morphism F —> F^ defines the sheafification of
F.
Let Ti and T2 be two sites, and f:Cat{T\) —> Cat(T2) be a functor between their under-
lying categories. We define two functors associated to / . The functor fp: Presh(T2, Ab) ->
Pre'sh(Ti,Ab) has value F'(f(-)) at an object F' of Presh(T2, Ab). This functor is additive
and exact and commutes with inductive limits. Next we define the functor fp: Presh(T\,Ab) —>

9



Presh(T2., Ab) as follows. Denote by J V a category whose objects are pairs (U, </>'), each of
which consists of an object U of Ti and a morphism (f>'\ U' —» f(U). A morphism between two
pairs (Ui,<f>\) and (C/2,̂ 2) *s a rnorphism <jf>: t/i —> C/2 such that /(̂ >) o ̂  = <̂ 2. Let F be a
presheaf on Ti and V an object of T2. Define

fpF(U') := lim

This functor is right exact, additive and commutes with inductive limits. For a proof of the
following see [Tamme 1.2.3.1].

Theorem 1.3.1.4 The functor fp is right adjoint to fp, i.e. for any object F of Ti and any
object G' of T2 there is an isomorphism

which is functorial in F and G'.

Let / : T i -> T2 be a morphism of sites. Define a functor fs: Shea(T2, Ab) —> Shea(Ti,Ab)
by sending an abelian sheaf F2 on T2 to the sheafification of the presheaf /piT2(^2)- Similarly
we can define a functor fs:Shea(Ti,Ah) -> Shea(T2, Ab). The following is a consequence of
the proposition 1.3.1.3 and the theorem 1.3.1.4.

Theorem 1.3.1.5 Let / :Ti —> Ti be a morphism of sites. Then the functor fs is left exact,
while fs is right exact and commutes with inductive limits. Moreover fs is right adjoint to fs.

Example 1.3.1.6
(1). Let f:X —> Y be a morphism of schemes. Then / has associated to it a morphism of
sites f~lw.Yzar —* Xzar by sending an open subset U to f~l{U). Define the direct image
functor /* := {f~l)s: Shea(Xzar, Ab) —» Shea(Yzar, Ab) and the inverse image functor /* :=
{f-l)s:Shea{YZar, Ab) -» Shea{Xa, Ab).
(2). Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of schemes. The assignment Y' H» V x y X defines a morphism
/et: ^et —> -X"et °f small etale sites . By above we get the functor /* := (fitY'- Shea(Xit, Ab) —>•
Shea(Yet, Ab) which is called the direct image of / . Similarly define the inverse image of / to
be /* := (fit)s:Shea(Yit, Ab) -> Shea(XeuAb).
(3). The multiplicative, additive and n—th root of unity groups. Let S be a scheme. We
want to define three sheaves on the etale site of S. The multiplicative group scheme Gm is a
sheaf which is represented by the scheme S[t,t~l] := Spec(l,[t, t~-1]) ®z S. So it has the value
T(X, &xY at an etale 5—scheme X —» S. The additive group scheme Ga is a sheaf which is
represented by the scheme S[t] and has the value T(X,ffx), regarded as an abelian additive
group, at an etale morphism X —>• S. Similarly we have the representable sheaf /j,n represented
by the scheme S[t]/(tn — 1). We claim that the following sequence is exact provided that n is
prime to Char(A;(s)) for all s £ S,

1 ->• iin -» Gm -^> Gm -> 1

We have to check the exactness on the stalks. To do this, fix an element s in T(X,&xY f°r

an etale 5—scheme X. We may find some covering {Xi —> X} such that all induced elements
S{ € T(Xi, €?Xi) are n—th powers. This can be done by using its obvious version in affine case.
Hence the Kummer sequence is exact.

1.3.2 Cech-Cohomology

Let T be a site, F an abelian presheaf on it and U an object in T. Let Ju be the category of all
coverings of U. For definition of Cech-cohomology we need a contravariant functor ^f^9 -> Ab
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associated to an object U. Let {Ui —> U} a covering of U i.e. an object of Jy. Define
H«({Ui -> U},F) := R"H°({Ui -> U},-){F), an abelian group for each q > 0, considered
as the right derived functors of H°({Ui -* t/}, - ) : Pres/i(T, Ab) -» Ab which has value
Ker(Y\F(Ui)Z^ Y\F(Ui xu Uj)) at presheaf F. Note that such right derived functors exist by
sections 1.3.1 and 1.2.2. Let / : {Ui —>• U} -> {V?- -> U} be a (refinement) map. We obtain
the canonical homomorphism Hg(f,F) : #9({V? -» £/},F) -» .ff9({C/j ->• 17}, F) for each q > 0
and so by the universal property of right derived functors, we get an extension of H°(f,F) to a
morphism from £—functor (Hg({Vj -> £/}, —))9>o to (Hg({Ui -> £/}, -))9>o- Hence we have for
any g > 0 the desired contravariant functors {Ui —>• U} i-> Hg({Ui -> [/}, F) from ^ - ^ to Ab.
We define the g—th Cech cohomology of an object U of T with value in F to be:

Hg{U,F):= lim #9({t/; ->• J7},F)

The following will justify the definition above.

Proposition 1.3.2.1 Let / b e a category and C an abelian category satisfying Ab3. For each
functor F : J* —>• C, consider the functor lim(F) : C —>• Sets defined by sending an object X
to Horn(F,Cx) where Cx is the constant functor. Then this functor is representable, and we
denote the representative object by lim(F). Moreover the following functor is right exact and
additive

lim:HomC at(^,C) -> C.

1.3.3 Cohomology of abelian sheaves

As usual, let T be a site and F an abelian sheaf on it. For each object U in T we have the
left exact functor T(U, - ) : Shea{T, Ab) -> Ab given by F t-> F(U,F) := F(U). By Theorem
1.2.2.1 there exists a right derived functor R F = (RqT(U, — ))9>o- We define for g > 0 the <?—th
cohomology group of U with values in F as

H%,(U,F):=K>r(U,-)(F).

It is clear by definition that H^(U,F) = F(f/, F). One could consider the left exact inclusion
i : Shea(T, Ab) -̂> Presh(T, Ab) and apply the same theorem as above to conclude the
existence of a right derived functor Ri = (Rqi)q>Q. Call this system Jf{F) = (J$fg(F))q>0

which is a collection of abelian presheaves on T for each abelian sheaf F. It does not give any
thing new, by the following.

Lemma 1.3.3.1 For each abelian sheaf on a site T and any object U in T there is a canonical
isomorphism J^fg{F)(U) S H%,(U,F) for each q > 0.

Theorem 1.3.3.2 (The spectral sequence for Cech cohomology) Let {Ui -» U} be a
covering of an object U in a site T. For each abelian sheaf F on T there is a spectral sequence:

-»• U},J4?g{F)) => EP+g =

Examples 1.3.3.3
(1). The Zariski cohomology. Consider the Zariski small site Xzar for a scheme X. By above
we get the Zariski cohomology H^ar(U,F) for any open subset U of X which is associated to
any abelian sheaf F on Xzar-
(2). The etale cohomology. For a scheme X the small etale site Xit gives the etale cohomology
H%t(X', F) for any etale X-scheme X' and an abelian sheaf F.

Theorem 1.3.3.4 Let X be a scheme, there exists the Leray spectral sequence

Hp
Zar(X,Rge°(F)) =
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Where e : Xzar -> X& is the inclution morphism, F is an abelian sheaf on X&, and es(F) is the
abelian sheaf on Xzar given by U >-» F(U).

Remark 1.3.3.5 For the proofs of the following see [Milne, III.2]
(1). Let X be a separated scheme and F a quasi-coherent sheaf of €?x—modules then H^ar(X, F) =
H*(X,F).
(2). If X is quasi-projective over an affine scheme (or more generally, if X is a quasi-compact
scheme of which every finite subset is contained in an open affine neighborhood), then for any
quasi-coherent sheaf F of ^--modules one has H?t(X,F) = H*(X,F).

Examples 1.3.3.6
(1). Let A; be a field. By the identification of categories Shea(Spec(k)et, Ab) = Gal(k/k) - mod
in example 1.3.2(9), we get H*it{X, F) = H*(k, X(k)), where the cohomology groups on the right
side are usual Galois cohomology of k with coefficient in the continuous Gal(k/k)—module X(k).
(2). The Hilbert's Theorem 90. Consider the sheaf Gm on the small etale site of a scheme X.
The corresponding five term exact sequence to the spectral sequence in 1.3.3.4 and the fact that
i?VGm = 0 imply the so-called Hilbert's Theorem 90.

1.4 Hyper-cohomology

For a full detail of hyper-cohomology in this general setting see [SV]. A double complex L" in an
additive category A, consists of objects Z?J and two collection of morphisms d\3:L1^ -» Ll+l^
and d\j:Ll'i —> 27 J + 1 satisfying three conditions d\ = 0, dfj = 0 and d\d\\ + d\\di — 0. The total
complex associated to a double complex L" is the complex Tot(L") with value ©i+J=:nL lJ at
degree n. The Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of a complex A' of degree +1 in an abelian category
A is a double complex L" with L1^ = 0 for i < 0 and j < 0 such that I ? J is injective and
a morphism of complexes c.A -» L*>0. The following conditions must be satisfied. (1). The
following complexes are acyclic in the abelian category K(A) of the complexes in A. (A complex
K* is called acyclic if H*(K') = 0.)

0
0
0
0

-> A1 -
-^B^A')-
->• Zi(Am) -
-»JEP(A')-

UB\{L'

U- z\(is
UHUL*

, 0 ) .

>0) -

• ° ) -

•> .

•» Z |

(L*
(I,*

( i -

-1)
-1)

->
—>
->
—>•

(2). The exact sequences below split.

Now let A be an abelian category with enough injectives. It is well known that there is associated
a Caratn-Eilenberg resolution to any complex in A*. Let F: A —>• Ab be a left exact additive
functor. The hyper-cohomology of F with respect to the complex A* is the cohomology of the
total complex corresponding to a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution I" of A', i.e.

ICF(A') := H*{Tot{F{I"))).

Theorem 1.4.1 (The hyper-cohomology spectral sequence) Let A be an abelian category
with enough injectives, F: A —> Ab a left exact additive functor and A' a complex in A. Assume
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that either A' is bounded below or F has a finite cohomological dimension (that is RnF = 0 for
sufficiently large n). There are two spectral sequences of hyper-cohomology groups

En • RqF(HP{A')) =*• W+«F(A').

Now let T be a site. The global section functor F(X, - ) : Shea(T,Ab) -> Ab is additive and
left exact. We define the hyper-cohomology of an object X of T with coefficient in a complex
A' of sheaves on A to be

*) :=R*r(X,-){A').

In particular for a complex F° of Zariski sheaves on a scheme we have the hyper-cohomology
spectral sequence
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Chapter 2

K-theory of schemes

2.1 Simplicial objects

One may find in [GoJa], most of the result given in this section. Let A be the category of
finite ordinals. The objects of this category are the totally ordered sets [n]={0,1,... , n} for
each n > 0, and a morphism set like Homi([n], [m]) is the set of all order-preserving functions
9 : [n] —> [m]. A simplicial object with value in a category C is simply a contravariant functor
F : A-> C.

Examples 2.1.1

I. The standard n-simplex is the representative simplicial set An : A-> Sets given by An :=
HomA(-, [n]).
II. There is a standard cosimplicial topological space |A| : A—> Top whose value at [n] is
|A n | := {{to,ti,... ,tn) £ Rn;Y,ti = 1,U > 0 for each 0 < i < n} .

We denote by S the category of simplicial sets. Let X be a simplicial object with value in a
category C. Among all elements in the sets Homc(Xn-i!^n) and Homc(ln+ii-^n) there are
two special kinds from which other relations concerning a simplicial object can be drived. Fix an
integer n and define the coface maps d? : [n — 1] —> [n] and the codegeneracies s-? : [n + 1] —> [n]
for each 0 < j < n as follows: take d? to be the unique order preserving map from [n — 1] to
the set [n] — {j} and similarly for codegeneracies let sJ be the unique order preserving function
from [n + 1] to [n] which identify j and j + 1. The image of cofaces under X will be called faces
and denoted by dj similarly for the notions of degeneracies denoted by sj. It is easy to see that
the following equalities are satisfied.

didj = dj-idi for i < j
diSj = Sj-idi for i < j

= id for % = j , j + 1
= Sjdi-i for i > j + 1

S{Sj = SjSi^i for i > j

The next objective is to define the realization functor. Let X be a simplicial set, define the
category A/X to be one whose objects are morphisms S —> X and morphisms defined as the
commutative triangle with X as a vertex.

Lemma 2.1.2 There is an isomorphism of simplicial sets in A/X.

X^ lim A"
An-fX

in A/X
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Proof Since A is a small category, so each functor is a colimit of representable ones.
By this nice Lemma one is inspired to define a topological space as the realization of a simplicial
set.

Definition 2.1.3 For each simplicial set X the geometric realization of it is a topological space
(actually a CW-complex) defined by:

\X\ := lim |An|

in A/X

Example 2.1.4 It is clear from definition above that the realization of the simplicial set A" in
2.1.1(1) is the topological space |A"| defined in 2.1.1(11).

Defenition 2.1.5 (The Nerve of a small category) Let C be a (small) category. We define
the Nerve of C to be the simplicial set NC defined at [n] as NCn := HomCat([n], C).

Example 2.1.6 (The singular homology). Let X be a topological space. The singular set
S(X) is the simplicial set given by [n] •->• HomTop(|An|,X). Let Y be a simplicial set. We may
construct a simplicial abelian group denoted by ZY and defined at [n] as the free abelian group
on Yn. The Moore complex associated to such a Y is the following complex:

ZY : ZYo^-ZYii ZYn^x A- ZYn

6n =

Let X be a topological space, the homology associated to the complex ZSX is denoted by
H*(X; Z) and is called the integral singular homology of X.
Proposition 2.1.7 The realization functor is left adjoint to the singular functor, i.e. there is
associated to any topological space T and any simplicial set X an isomorphism

HomTop(|^|,T) = Homs(X,S'X)

which is functorial in both X and T.
Proof. By definition and Yoneda lemma there are isomorphisms

HomToP(|X|,T) ^ lim HomTop(|A%T)

=* lim Horns (An,ST)

s Horns {X,ST).

2.2 Exact categories

Definition 2.2.1 An exact category E is an additive category with a distinguished class of se-
quences (1) : E\ >-» E2 -» E3 of morphisms which are said to be exact. Two class of morphism
are then determined; the class of admissible epimorphisms, and admissible monomorphisms, as
follows. An admissible epimorphism is one which ocurs as the right part of an exact sequence like
(1), and the left parts are admisible monomorphisms. The conditions below must be satisfied.
El- The collection of admissible epimorphisms is closed under composition, and under arbitrary
base changes. The class of admissible monomorphisms is closed under compositions and under
arbitrary cobase changes.
E2- If a sequence in E is isomorphic to an exact sequence, it is itself exact, and any split se-
quence E ^ E ® F —>• F is exact.
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E3- The following axiom holds: if i : E —»• F is a morphism in E which has a cokernel, then
the existence of a morphism j : F —>• G making the composition ji : E ->• G an admissible
monomorphism, implies that the morphism % is an admissible monomorphism, and dually for an
admissible epimorphism possessing a kernel.

An exact functor is an additive functor which sends exact sequences to exact ones. An exact
functor is said to reflect exactness if whenever the image of a sequence is exact in the target
category, then the original sequence is exact. If C is a full subcategory of an exact category
E, then it is said to be closed under extensions in E if whenever {A >—» B -» C} is an exact
sequence in E with A and C in C then B is isomorphic to an object of C. And finally, as an
example an abelian category is clearly exact. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2.2 (The Gabriel-Quillen embedding theorem) Let E be a small exact cate-
gory. Then there exists an abelian category A and a fully faithful exact functor i : E -> A that
reflects the exactness and E is closed under extension in A. Furthermore A can be canonically
chosen to be the category of left exact functors Eop -» Z—mod.

A consequence of this theorem is that one can think of a small exact category E as a full sub-
category of an abelian category A in which E is closed under extensions, and a sequence in E
is exact if it is exact in A.

2.3 Algebraic K-theory of exact categories and schemes

There is associated a category QE to any exact category E. The objects of this category are
the same as objects of E and the arrows are the equivalence classes of diagrams A «- B >—> C
where the left side arrow is an admisible epimorphism and the right hand side is an admisible
monomorphism. The composition is represented by pull-back diagrams (see [Quillen]).

Definition 2.3.1 The i—th algebraic K-group of an exact category E is then defined as

Ki(E) := iri+1(\NQE\) For each i > 0.

Example 2.3.2 The category of finitely generated projective modules over a ring R, which will
be denoted by PR is an exact category and the algebraic k-theory of R is defined as Ki(R) :=

Definitions 2.3.3 For each scheme X let Px be the exact category of coherent and locally free
@x~modules, and Cx the category of coherent ^x-modules. Both these categories are exact.
Then the algebraic K-theory of X is defined as K*(X) := K*(Px)- There is another K-theory
defined by K'm(X) := K*{CX).

Remark 2.3.4
(1). Let R be a commutative ring and X = Spec(R) the associated affine scheme. With
the notations as in the preceding definition, one can easily show that the exact category P ^
(respectively Cx) is naturally equivalent to the category PR of finitely generated projective
modules over R (respectively, to the category CR of finitely generated modules over R).
(2). Let f:X —> Y be a proper morphism. The assignment F i-> ̂ 2(—l)l[Rlf*F] defines a
homomorphism f*:Ko(X) —>• KQ{Y).

(3). Let X be a scheme. The following properties of Ki and K[ hold:
(3.1). If X is a separated regular Noetherian scheme, then Ki{X) = K[{X) for each i > 0.
(3.2). There is associated a pull-back to an arbitrary morphism and a push-forward to any
proper morphism, so that the projection formula holds. More precisely, an arbitrary morphism
f:X —> Y gives rise to a homomorphism f*:Ki(Y) -> Ki(X), and if, in addition, / is flat
then, there is induced a homomorphism f*:K'i(Y) —> K[{X). And for a proper morphism
f-.X—^Y, one obtains a homomorphism f^:K^(X) —> K[{Y). Moreover there is a pairing
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KQ{X)®ZK[{X) ->• K[(X) giving K[(X) a structure of a ifo(X)-module. Then, the projection
formula could be read as: For any proper and flat morphism f:X —> Y and for any x G KQ(X)
and y € i^z'(^) the following formula holds.

/•(*/*(!/)) = /.(*)y,

(3.3). Let j : Z <—> X be a closed embedding and i:U <-> X the corresponding open complement.
Then there is an exact sequence

• • • - > ^

(3.4). Let / : X -)• Y be a flat morphism with affine fibers. Then f*:K[{Y) -> K't{X) is an
isomorphism for alH > 0.

Denote by J^J, the sheaf associated to the presheaf Ki(-): Sch —> Ab. We have the following
theorem. For a definition of the Chow qroups CHn(X) = CHn(X, 0) see the section 4.1.

Theorem 2.3.5 (Bloch-Quillen) Let X be a regular scheme of finite type over a field k. Then

2.4 K-theory of fields

Let A; be a field. The Milnor K-groups of k, denoted by K^(k), are defined as the homogenious
subgroups of the quotient of tensor algebra of k* by the two sided ideal generated by x <g> (1 — x)
with x ^ 0,1, where the tensor algebra of k* is

ro>0

Clearly we have Kff{k) = Z and K^(k) = k*. By a theorem of Matsumoto the Quillen's
K2(k), discussed in the previous section, is naturally isomorphic to K^f(k). This theorem says
that the group K2{k) is generated by the (Steinberg) symbols {x,y} with x,y € k*, which
must satisfy the two conditions (1): {x,y}{x',y} = {xx',y} and {x,y}{x,y'} = {x,yy'} for
x,y 6 k*, (2): {x, 1 — x} = 1 for all a; ^ 0,1. One can easily see that the K^1 of any field
algebraic over a finite field is trivial. Note that for any field extension k C &', there is an
induced map K2{k) —>• K2(k'), which has in general a torsion kernel and is injective in the
case of purely transcendental extension. By the identification of Milnor's K^ (k) with K2(k),
we get a natural map K^f (k) —> Kn(k). A theorem of Suslin says that, for each n there is a
morphism Kn(k) —> K^f (k) such that the composition K^f(k) —» Kjf(k) is multiplication by
(—l)n~1(n — 1)!. The computation of K^1 is a quite nontrivial question. Even for the rational
or real numbers. We mention the following well known theorems.

Theorem 2.4.1
(1). (Tate's Theorem)

K2(Q) ^ Z/2Z0 0 Z/(p- 1)Z.
p odd prime

(2). (Tate's Theorem) Let A; be a number field with ring of integers Ok- Then K2{k) is generated
by those symbols {x, y} for which x and y are relatively prime elements of Ok-
(3). (Quillen's Theorem) Let A; be a number field with ring of integers Ok- Then Ki(Ok) is
finitely generated and

Ki(Ok)Q * Ki{k)Q for all i > 1.
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Now let k be a field and n an integer prime to the characteristic of k. Consider the following
so-called Kummer sequence of sheaves on small etale site of Spec(k):

1 -» fj,n -> Gm -̂ -» Gm -> 1

An application of the well known identification H?t(k,Gm) = Br{k) to the long exact sequence
associated to the Kummer sequence, implies that Hjt(k,[in) = k*/k*n and H?t(k,/j,n) = Brn(k),
the last group is the group of n—torsion elements in the Brauer group of k. Here we list three
important theorems relating the Milnor's KM of a field to etale cohomology. We remark that in
all three theorems (where actually the last theorem is a generalization of the second one and of
a special case of the first one. And all of them are special cases of a conjecture called the Bloch-
Kato conjecture.) the isomorphisms are given by the so-called Galois symbols. These maps are
induced by the usual construction of parings (the cup products) in cohomology groups.

Theorem 2.4.2 (1). (Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem) [M-S 83] Let k be any field and n an integer
prime to characteristic of it. There is an isomorphism

(2). (Rost, Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem) [M-S 86] Let A; be a field of characteristic ^ 2. There is
an isomorphism

(3). (Milnor Conjecture) [Vo 96] Let k be a field of characteristic ^ 2. For each integer n > 0,
there is an isomorphism:

The Bloch-Kato conjecture Let k be any field of characteristic prime to an integer / then
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Chapter 3

Pretheories and presheaves with
transfers

3.1 Generalities

First we will discuss about the relative Picard functor and the relative Cartier divisors. Let X
be a scheme. The assignment T i->- Pic(Xy) := Hjt(XT,Gm) defines a contravariant functor
on the category of schmes over 5. The fppf-sheaf associated to this functor will be called the
relative Picard functor. Denote this sheaf by

Remark that we can define this sheaf as a contravariant functor with value H® {(T, R1f!t:(Gm))
at a scheme T —> S, where / : X —> S is the structural morphism. It is so important to know
whether or not a relative Picard functor is representative.
There are three well known theorems concerning this problem. A theorem of Grothendieck says
that if / : X —> S is projective, finitely presented, flat and has reduced and irreducible geomet-
ric fibers, then the relative Picard functor PicX/s is representable by a separated S—scheme
which is locally of finite presentation over S. A theorem of Mumford says that if / : X —» S
is projective, finitely presented, flat and has geometrically reduced fibers, and all irreducible
component of the fibers are geometrically irreducible, then the relative Picard functor Pic^/s is
representable by a (not necessarily separated) S—scheme which is locally of finite presentation
over S. And a theorem of Murre and Oort says that for any prper scheme X over a field k the
associated relative Picard functor is representable by a scheme which is locally of finite type over
k. Next we define the relative Cartier divisors. An effective Cartier divisor on a scheme X is a
closed subscheme D of X such that its defining sheaf of ideals J? is an invertible ^-—module.
Denote by &x(D) the associated line bundle ^~x and by sp € V(X, &x(D)) the global section
associated to the inclusion J? C-J>- &x- Thus, an effective Cartier divisor gives rise to a pair
(Jz?, s) consisting of a line bundle and a global section of it, which induces an injection on stalks.
Two pairs (Jzf, s) and (Jf',s') are said to be equivalent if there is an isomorphism ^: jSf —> jgf'
such that (j)(s) and s' have a principal difference, i.e. the difference is a global section of &*x.
Let f:X —)• 5 be a locally of finite presentation morphism. An effective relative Cartier divisor
on X over S is an effective Cartier divisor D on X which is flat over S.

Definition 3.1.1 Let X be a scheme and let Jif the sheafification of the presheaf defined at U
as V(U, &x)[S(U)~l] where S(U) is the set of all non-zero divisors in the ring of sections on U.
Call it the sheaf of total quotient rings of &x- A Cartier divisor is a global section of the sheaf
X*l&*x. A principal Cartier divisor is one which is in the image of T(X, @*x) ~>
Two Cartier divisors are linearly equivalent if their difference is principal.
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By definition it follows that a Cartier divisor is actually given by a collection {/, | /j G
r(L^,^x) and fo/fj G T(Ul n Uj,0x) for each i,j G 1} for some open cover {Ui}ie\ of X.
The group of all Cartier divisors modulo the Linear equivalence will be denoted by CaCl(X).
The set of all isomorphism classes of invertible &x ~~ submodule of Jf under the tensor operation
form a group Pic(X) called the Picard group of X. It is not difficult to show that there is a
natural isomorphism of groups Pic(X) = H^ar(X, &x)- If -D is a Cartier divisor then there
is associated an element <2?(D) of the Picard group of X as follows: By above results there
exists an open cover {£/j}jei and elements /j G T(Ui,&x)- Define J?(D) to be the submodule
generated by ffl on Ui. The proof of the following may be found in [Hartsh, Chapter 2, 6.13
and 6.14].

Proposition 3.1.2 Let X be a scheme. Then there exists an one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the set of all Cartier divisors and the set of all invertible subsheaves of Jf which sends a
Cartier divisor to J£(D). Moreover under this bijection \i D\ and £>2 are two Cartier divisors
then D\ is linearly equivalent to D2 if and only if Jf{Di) is isomorphic to S£{I>2). Also it is
true that &(Di - D2) = &(Di) ®&x ^{D2)~

l.

Remark 3.1.3 By the previous proposition it follws that there exists a canonical embedding
CaCl (X) <->• Pic(X). This map is not necessarily surjective. Nevertheless in many cases it is
so. For example, if the scheme is integral or projective over a field then that homomorphism is
eventually isomorphism.

Let X be a scheme and let x G X. Define dimx(X) to be the limdim([/) where the limit is
taken over all open subsets U containing x. It is a well defined integer valued function and
for each x, there exists a sufficiently small neighborhood U with dim.x(X) = dim(?7). Now let
f:X —» S be an 5—scheme. Define the function dimx/s'- X —» Z>o by sending an element x to
dimx(f~

l(f(x))). The following basic result is well known.

Theorem 3.1.4 (Chevalley) [EGA IV3, 13.3.3] Let f:X -*• S be a morphism locally of finite
type. Then for each integer n > 0, the set {x G X | dim.x/s(%) > n} is closed in X; in other
words, the function dimx/5 is upper semi-continious.

Definition 3.1.5 [EGA IV3, 13.3.1] Let / : J ^ 5 b e a morphism of schemes and let x G X.
Then / is said to be equidimensional at x if / is locally of finite type, and there exist an integer
n > 0, an open neighborhood U of x and a quasi-finite morphism g: U —>• Ag so that any irre-
ducible component of U dominates an irreducible component of Ag.

A morphism of schemes is equidimensional if it is equidimensional at each point. It is called uni-
versally equidimensional of dimension r if it is equidimensional of dimension r after base change
along an arbitrary morphism. And finally a morphism / : X —> S is said to be of dimension < r
for some integer r, if dimx/s(x) < r f°r each i e X

Proposition 3.1.6 [EGA IV3, 13.3.1(a')] Let / : I - } 5 b e a locally of finite type morphism of
schemes. The morphism / is equidimensional if and only if the function dim^/5 is constant and
any irreducible component of X dominates an irreducible component of S.

Remark 3.1.7 Let / : X —» 5 be a morphism of schemes. There are some extra equivalent condi-
tions to one in the previous proposition [EGA IV3, 13.3.1]. The conditions below are equivalent.
I. The morphism / is equidimensional.
II. There exist an integer r such that for each x G X, there is an open neighborhood U of x
whose irreducible components have dense image through / and if sa is a generic point of Sa

an irreducible component of S containing f(x), then U D f~1{sa) and U D f"1(f{x)) are of
dimension r.
III. Let a; be a point in X and set s = f{x). There exists an integer r and an open neighbor-
hood U of x such that for each irreducible component U\ of U its image through / is dense in
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some irreducible component of S and finally for each x' G U\ and any irreducible component of
U\ Pi f~1(f(x')) has dimension r.

Definition 3.1.7 A local scheme S is called henselian if each etale map X -> S is a local isomor-
phism at all points x of X over the closed point s of S with trivial field extension k(x) = k(s).
It is called strict henselian if in addition k(s) is separably closed. A henselization (respectively
strict henselization) of a local ring A is a local henselian ring Ah (respectively ^4sh) with a local
homomorphism i:A-^Ah (respectively i: A —> A8*1) with the usual universal property.

Theorem 3.1.8 The henselization and the strict henselization always do exist.

Actually the henselization and strict henselization of a local ring A might be constructed by
using direct limit over the family of all isomorphism classes of etale A—algebras which occur as
local rings of etale A—schemes at points above the closed point of Spec(A) and which have the
same residue fields as A. Then two things must be proven, i.e. this family is in fact a set, and
there is a natural partial order on it. This is done in [Raynoud, Chapter VIII]. The following
corollary is an immediate consequence of this way of construction.

Corollary 3.1.9 Let A be a local ring, The ring extensions A —> A*1 —> Ash are faithfully flat.

Definition 3.1.10 [EGA IVi, 23.2.1] A local ring A is said to be unibranch if Are(i is an inte-
gral domain and its integral closure Are([ is local. The local ring A is said to be geometrically
unibranch if it is unibranch and the residue field of Areci is a radical extension of one of A. A
scheme S is unibranch (respectively geometrically unibranch) at some point 5 if the local ring
of S at 5 is unibranch (respectively geometrically unibranch).

Proposition 3.1.11 [EGA IV4, 18.6.12, 18.8.15] Let Abe a, local ring, the following are equiv-
alent.
I. The local ring A is unibranch (respectively geometrically unibranch).
II The scheme Spec(Ah) is irreducible (respectively Spec(Ash) is irreducible).

Proposition 3.1.12 [EGA IV4, 18.6.12, 18.8.15] Let A be a local ring, the following are equiv-
alent.
I. The local ring A is reduced and unibranch (respectively reduced and geometrically unibranch).
II. The scheme Spec(Ah) is integral (respectively Spec(Ash) is integral).

Proposition 3.1.13 [EGA IV2, 6.15.6] Let X be a normal scheme over a field k. Then for any
extension k C k', the scheme X <g>fc k! is geometrically unibranch.

3.2 Cycles and relative cycles

The main and standard reference for this section is chapter two of [FSV]. A shortcut to the
subject might also be found in [MVW]. Let X be a scheme. The group Cycl(X) of cycles over
X is the free abelian group generated by the points of the topological space of X. Define a
group Z(X) to be the free abelian group on the set of all closed subscheme of X. The following
lemma is clear.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let X be a Noetherian scheme. The map which sends a closed subscheme Z to
Yli<n Length(&z,zi)zi, where z\, zi, •• • ,zn are all generic points of irreducible components of Z,
defines a homomorphism

Cyclx:Z(X)-+Cycl(X).

L e m m a 3.2.2 Let f:X -> S be a flat morphism with X Noetherian. The flat pull-back
homomorphism

f*:Cycl(S)->Cyd(X)
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which is denned as Cyclx{{s} X-s X) at a point s G S, has the following properties:
(1). If Z is any closed subscheme of S then f*(cyds{Z)) = cyclx(Z x 5 X).
(2). For any cycle 2? G Cycl(S) we have Supp(f*{&)) = {f~l(Supp(3r)))red. In particular the
homomorphism /*: Cycl(S) —>• Cycl(X) is injective provided that / is surjective.

Let S be a scheme, A; a field and x: Spec(k) 4 5 a £>point. A fat point over x consists of a
discrete valuation ring D, a &-point XQ: Spec(k) —> Spec(D) over the closed point of Spec(D)
and a morphism xy. Spec(D) —>• S which sends the generic point of Spec(D) to a generic point
of S, such that the following diagram commutes.

Spec(k) —^->. Spec(D)

I"
Spec{k) —^4 5

A fat point will be denoted by (xo,x\,D) and we may call it a fat point over the image of x.
Here we should remark that for a locally Noetherian scheme 5 and any point s of it, there always
exists a fat point over s. This follows from the following which is a consequence of [EGA II,
7.1.7].

Proposition 3.2.3 Let S be a locally Noetherian scheme, and s a point of 5. Let further
s' G {s} and k(s) C k' a finite field extension. Then there is a discrete valuation ring D
with k! as its field of fraction, which dominates &s^ed\ in the sense that 0s,red Q D and the
corresponding morphism Spec(D) —» Spec(&Streci) -» S maps the generic point of Spec(D) to s
and the closed point of Spec(D) to s'.

Proposition 3.2.4 [EGA IVi, 2.8.5] Let 5 be a noetherian scheme, I - } S a scheme over 5
and Z a closed subscheme in X. Let D be a discrete valuation ring and / : Spec(D) —> S a
morphism. Then there exists a unique closed subscheme 4>/{Z) i n Z x j Spec(D) which is flat
over Spec(D) and the closed embedding (j>f(Z) -̂> Z X5 Spec(D) is an isomorphism over the
generic point of Spec(D).

Definition 3.2.5 Let S be a Noetherian scheme and X —> 5 a scheme of finite type over S.
A relative cycle on X over 5 is a cycle of the form 2f = ^2i<n miZi in Cycl(X) with all points
Zi lining over the generic points of S such that for any field fc, A;—point x of S, and a fat point
(xo,x\,Di), the term

is independent of the choice of the fat point over x.

Let / : X —¥ S be a scheme over a Noetherian scheme S. The group Cycl(X/S,r) of relative
cycles of dimension r is defined as the group of relative cycles £F — ̂  m;2i with dinars (^) = r
for each i. A relative cycle 3? is said to be an equidimensional of dimension r if Supp($f) :=
{zi\ rrii 7̂  0} is equidimensional of dimension r over 5. The corresponding abelian group is
denoted by Cyclequi(X/S,r). The group PropCycle(X/S,r) consists of those relative cycles 3f
with Supp(^) proper, and its subgroup of elements with an equidimensional support over the
base scheme S will be denoted by PropCyclequi(X/S,r).

Remark 3.2.6 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.1.6] Let A; be a field and X a scheme of finite type over k.
Then the group Cycl(X/Spec(k),r) is the free abelian group generated by points of dimension
r in their fibers over k, i.e. we have Cycl(X/Spec(k),r) = Cyclequi(X/Spec(k),r)=Cycl(X,r).

T h e o r e m 3 .2 .7 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.3.1] Let X -> S be a scheme of finite type over a Noetherian
scheme S, 2f an element of the group Cycl(X/S,r) and f:T —> S be a Noetherian S—scheme.
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Then there is a unique element &r 6 Cycl(XT/T,r) ®i Q such that for any commutative
diagram of the form

Spec(k) - ^ - > Spec(D) - ^ - > T

V
Spec(k) —^-> Spec{V) —^ S

where (XQ,XI,D) and {yo,yi,V) are fat A;-points of 5 and T respectively, one has {yo>yi)*(%r) =
(XQ,X\)*(2?) as elements of Cycl(Xk).

Definition 3.2.8 Let / : T ->• S be a morphism of Noetherian schemes and I - > 5 a scheme of
finite type over S. Denote by

cycl(f): Cycl(X/S, r) <g>z Q -»• Cycl(XT/T, r) ®z Q

the homomorphism given by J" i-> 3?T, where !%r is the unique relative cycles found in 3.2.7.

Lemma 3.2.9 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.3.6, 3.3.8] Let X -¥ S be a scheme of finite type over a
Noetherian scheme 5, 2f an element of the group Cycl(X/S,r) and f:T —¥ S a Noetherian
S-scheme. For the cycle 3fT in 3.2.7 one has (1). Supp(3fT) C Supp(^)T.
(2). Supp(2fr) = Supp(^)T,red provided that / is universally open.
(3). Supp(2f) = fx{Supp{t%r)) provided that / is dominant.

As above let X —> S be a scheme of finite type over a Noetherian scheme S, £¥ be an element
of the group Cycl(X/S,r) and / : T —> 5 be a Noetherian 5—scheme. Let F(X/S,r) be one of the
following abelian groups Cycl(X/S, r), Cyclequi(X/S, r), PropCycl(X/S, r), PropCyclequi(X/S, r).
The lemma above shows that the homomorphism cycl(f) is restricted to well-defined homomor-
phisms

cycl(f):F(X/S,r)Q -> F(XT/T,r)Q.

Lemma 3.2.10 Let X —» S be a scheme of finite type over a Noetherian base S and / : T - ) 5 a
flat morphism of Noetherian schemes. Furthermore let T and S be reduced. Then cycl(f) = /£
on the subgroup Cycl(X/S,r) C Cycl(X).

Lemma 3.2.11 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.3.9] Let X -> 5 be a scheme of finite type over a Noetherian
base S and i2° an element of Cycl(X/S,r). Then the following are equivalent.
(1). For any Noetherian scheme T over the base scheme S the cycle i¥r belongs to Cycl(Xr/T, r).
(2). For any point s € S the cycle J2?s belongs to Cycl(Xs,r).
(3). For any point s € S there exists a separable field extension k(s) C & such that the cycle 3?^
belongs to Cycl{Xk,r).

Let 5 be a Noetherian scheme and X -» 5 be an 5—scheme of finite type. We denote by
z(X/S, r) the subgroup of Cycl(X/S, r) consisting of cycles satisfying the equivalent conditions
in the preceding lemma. Define

zequt(X/S, r) : = z(X/S, r) n Cyclequi(X/S, r)Q

c(X/S, r) : = z(X/S, r) D PropCyd(X/S, r)Q

?, r) : = z{X/S, r) n PropCyclequi{X/S, r)Q .

Proposition 3.2.12 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.3.14] Let S be a Noetherian scheme. The assignment
X i->- Cycl(X/S,r)tQ/z(X/S,r), defines a presheaf of torsion abelian groups on the category of
schemes of finite type over S.

Proposition 3.2.13 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.3.15] Let S be a regular Noetherian scheme. Then for
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any scheme X of finite type over 5 and any integer r > 0 we have

z(X/S,r) = Cycl(X/S,r)
zequi(X/S, r) = Cydequi(X/S, r)

c(X/S, r) = PropCycl{X/S, r)
cequi(X/S, r) = PropCyclegui(X/S, r).

Proposition 3.2.14 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.4.8] Let S be normal Noetherian scheme and X —> S
a smooth scheme of finite type of dimension r over S. Then we have

zegui(X/S, r - 1) = Cyclequi(X/S, r - 1)
ceqm(X/S,r- l)=PropCydegui{X/S,r- 1).

Proposition 3.2.15 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.1.7] Let S be a Noetherian scheme, I - > S a scheme
of finite type over S and £>f = Y^nizi a n effective element of Cycl(X/S,r) (i.e. rii > 0 for each
i). Then for each i the integral closed subscheme {zi} is equidimensional of dimension r over S.

Corollary 3.2.16 Let S be a Noetherian scheme and X —> S be a scheme of finite type over S.
Then

Cycl^X/S, r) = Cycleff(X/S, r)
PropCyd^X/S,r) - PropCydeV(X/S,r).

Theorem 3.2.17 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.4.2] Let 5 be a Noetherian geometrically unibranch scheme
and I - > 5 a scheme of finite type over S. Let further Z C X be a closed subscheme which is
equidimensional of relative dimension r over 5. Then cycZx(-Z) £ Cydegui(X/S,r).

Corollary 3.2.18 Let S be a Noetherian regular scheme and X —> S a scheme of finite type over
£. Then zequi(X/S,r) (respectively, cequi(X/S,r)) is a free abelian group generated by closed
integral subschemes of X which are equidimensional of relative dimension r over 5 (respectively,
proper and equidimensional of dimension r over S).

Let / : X —> Y be morphism over a base scheme 5. Define a homomorphism

by sending a point z £ X to mzf(z) where mz is the degree of the extension k(z)/k(f(z)) if this
degree is finite and zero otherwise. One can easily check that the push-forward homomorphisms
define a covariant functor from the category of schems to abelian groupgs. The following shows
that there are induced homomorphism on some subgroups of relative cycles.

Proposition 3.2.19 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.6.3] Let S be a Noetherian scheme and / : I - > 7 a
morphism of schemes of finite type over 5.
(1). There are homomorphisms f*:F{X/S, r) -» F(Y/S, r) where F(X/S, r) is one of the abelian
presheaves c(X/S,r), cequi(X/S,r) and ce^{X/S,r).
(2). If in addition the morphism / is proper there are induced homomorphisms /*: F(X/S, r) —>
F{Y/S, r) where F(X/S, r) is one of the abelain presheaves z{X/S, r), zequi(X/S, r) and zeff(X/S, r).

Proposition 3.2.20 [VSF, Chapter 2, 3.6.4] Let 5 be a Noetherian scheme and / : I ^ 7 a n
equi-dimensional morphism of relative dimension n of schemes of finite type over S.
(1). If / is a flat morphism, then there are induced pull-back homomorphisms f*:F(Y/S,r) —>
F(X/S,r + n), where F(X/S,r) is one of the abelain presheaves z(X/S,r), zegui(X/S,r) and

ff
(2). If / is flat and proper, then there are induced pull-back homomorphisms f*:F(X/S,r) ->
F(Y/S,r + n), where F(X/S,r) is one of the abelain presheaves c(X/S,r), cegui(X/S,r) and
ceff(X/S,r).
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3.3 Presheaves with transfers

We want to define an additive category Cork associated to any field k. The objects of this cate-
gory are the smooth schemes of finite type over k and the set of morphisms between two objects
X and Y is Homcorjt(X, Y) = cequi(X xk Y/X,0), thats is, the free abelian group generated by
irreducible closed subschemes of X xkY which are finite and dominant over an irreducible com-
ponent of X. The composition o: Home or k (X, Y) x RomcOrk (Y, Z) —>• Home or k (X, Z) is defined
as prxz,{pr*yZ{T).prxy{^)) a t cyc l e s & e ce<,m(X xk Y/X,0) and T e cequi{Y xk Z/Y,0),
where the point means the intersection product. This category has the structure of a tensor
additive category.

Definition 3.3.1 A presheaf with transfer over a field k is a contravariant additive functor
F: Cork -> Ab.

By 1.2.1.8 and 1.2.1.9 the category of presheaves with transfers over k is abelian, Ab5 and has
enough injectives. This category will be denoted by PST(fe).

Examples 3.3.2 The sheaf of global units and global sections, wliich are defined by T(U, G^)
and T(U, &u) at an object U, are our first examples of sheaves with transfers. Another example
is a representative presheaf; Let X be a scheme of finite type over k, denote by Ztr(X) the
presheaf on Cork defined at a smooth scheme U of finite type over k as the free abelian group
generated by all those closed integral subscheme Z CU xkX which are finite and surjective over
an irreducible component of X via the projection. Note that if X is itself a smooth scheme of
finite type over k then it follows that Ztr{X)(U) = Cork(U, X), in this case it follows by Yoneda
lemma that for any other presheaf with transfer F there is an isomorphism of abelian groups
HomCor (Ztr(X),F) = F(X). This last isomorphism shows that all such Ztr(X) are projective
objects in the abelian category Presh(Cork)- The presheaf Ztr(Spec(k)) will also be denoted
by Z which is induced by the constant presheaf. The structure morphism of any smooth scheme
X of finite type over k will induce a morphism Ztr(X) -» Z. One can see that there is a functor
Z i r: Sch/k -» Shea(Schet/k, Ab) (as well as to the category of abelian sheaves in big Zariski or
Nisnevich sites).

3.4 Pretheories

Definition 3.4.1 A pretheory (F,<fi,A) over a field k consists of an additive category A, a con-
travariant functor F: Sm/k°p -t A and a homomorphism of abelian groups <px/s: cequi(X/S, 0) —>
Hom^(i?(X), F(S)) associated toany smooth curve p-.X-^-S. These collection must satisfy
the following conditions.
P I - For any object S of Sm/k, any smooth curve p:X —» S and any S—point i: S —> X of X
one has (f'x/si'^i^)) = -^W-
P 2 - Let p:X —> S be a smooth curve over S, and f:S' —> S be a A;—morphism of smooth
schemes of finite type over k. Then for any cartesian square

Xs, > S'

'I i'
X —^ S
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and any 3? £ cequi(X/S,O) the diagram below commutes.

F(XS,) — ^ > F(S')

F(X) ' ) F(S)

P3- For any pair X,Y of objects of Sm/k the canonical morphism

')->F{X)(BF(Y)

is an isomorphism.

A morphism T: (Fi, <f>i,A) -> (i<2, <̂ 2, A) of pretheories over A; with value in an additive category
A, is a morphism T: -Pi —> T2 of presheaves, such that for any smooth scheme S of finite type
over k, any smooth curve p:X—}S and any element £? € cequi(X/S,0) the following diagram
commutes.

Fl{X)

Denote by Preth(k, A) the category of pretheories over k with values in an additive category A.
One can define the sum of a pair T\,T2 of morphisms to be a morphism with value Tits + ̂ 2,5 at
an object S. It can readily be checked that this defined an additive structure on Preth(k,A).

Proposition 3.4.2 Let A; be a field, and A an abelian category. Then the category Preth(k, A)
is abelian and the forgetful functor

Preth(k, A) -» Presh(Sm/k, A)

is exact.
Proof. Let us for example show that any morphism in Preth(k, A) has a kernel. Let T: (F\, <f>\, A) ->
(F2,<f>2, A) be a morphism. By 1.2.1.8, Presh(Sm/k, A) is abelian, hence the morphism T, re-
garded as a presheaf, admits a kernel. Denote this kernel by KerT. Let p: X —» 5 be a
smooth curve and £F G cegui(X/S,0). One knows that KerT(X) —> Fi(X) is a kernel of

). Look at the following diagram.

KerT{X) 4>x/s{2f\ KerT(S)

F1(X)

TX

F2(X) ^ ^ % F2(S)

Consider the morphism from KerT(X) to F2(S) via F\ (S). By the commutativity of the diagram
this map is a zero morphism. Now from the definition of kernel of a morphisms follows the
existence of a morphism <px/s-This is a homomorphism of abelian groups as one can show by
using universal property of kernel. Let us show that the property P2- is satisfied. Consider a
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commutative diagram like the first one in the statement of P2-, and the diagram below.

KerT{Xs>) Xs ' /5 ' *"* > KerT{S')

KerT(g)

KerT(X) ' ) KerT(S)

the commutative diagrams concerning F\ and F2 which are given by P3- and the one for KerT,
all together show that both morphisms 4>xs,/s' {$?) °KerT(g) and KerT(f) o (j>x/s{^) have the
same composition with KerT(S') -» Fi(S'). Hence they coincide.

Let U be a smooth scheme of finite type over k and (F, <f>, A) a pretheory on k. There is asso-
ciated to U a new pretheory (F(U xk —),<f>u := 'f'-u/Su ° 9*) A-)> where q: S x*. U ->• 5 is the
canonical projection. This defines a functor

R: Sm/kop x Preth{k, A) -> Preth(k, A)

Consider the inclusion i: A\ - {0} —> A\. Set j = (ix id^p,(t>,A))• Then by the previous proposition
one can define a pretheory

_{0}, A)).

Let k C k' be a finite separable extension of fields, and p: Spec(k') -> Spec(k) be the correspond-
ing smooth morphism. Let (F, (j), Ab) be a pretheory over k, U be a smooth scheme of finite type
over k. Define the preimage p*(F) of F with value -P(C/) at an object U of Sm/A;' regarding as a
smooth scheme of finite type over k through the morphism p. This defines actually a pretheory
p*((F, <fi, Ab)) over k!. The following lemma is obvious.

Lemma 3.4.3 (1). The functor p*:Preth(k,Ab) ->• Preth(k', Ab) is exact.
(2). If [/ is a smooth scheme of finite type over k then there is a canonical isomorphism.

And in particular there is a canonical isomorphism of pretheories over k'

For an infinite separable one can see that any smooth scheme X of finite type over k' is a direct
limit of smooth scheme of finite type over k, and get a functor with the same property as above.

3.5 Homotopy invariant pretheories

Definition 3.5.1 A pretheory (F, <f>, A) over k is said to be homotopy invariant if the presheaf
F is homotopy invariant, i.e. For any smooth scheme X of finite type over k the canonical
projection I x j A j - } ! induces an isomorphism F(X xfc A£) -> F(X).

Denote by HIPreth(k, A) the category of homotopy invariant pretheories over a field k with
values in an abelian category A. The proof of the following proposition is straightforward.

Proposition 3.5.2 Let A; be a field and A be an abelian category. Then the full subcat-
egory HIPreth(k, A) of the Preth(k1 A) is a abelian Serre subcategory and the inclusion
HIPreth(k, A) <-> Preth(k, A) is exact.
Proof. Let me show that HIPreth(k, A) is a Serre subcategory. It must be shown that in an
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exact sequence 0 —>• F' ->• F —> F" —> 0 of presheaves both F' and F" are homotopy invariant
if and only if F is homotopy invariant. First assume F' and / " are both homotopy invariant.
Let a: F(X xk Al

k) —> A be a morphism in A with a o Fq = 0 where q: X xk A\ —> X is the
canonical projection. Look at the following commutative diagram with exact rows.

A

pt rptf
X x L.A] X

F'{XxkA\) -±> F{XxkAl) -±> F"{XxkAl)

F'(X) -^^ F{X) ^ U F"{X)

The commutativity of diagram shows that T' Al o a = 0. But F"(X xk Al) is a cokernel

of T^x Al hence there exists a morphism j3:F"(X xk K\) -> A such that a = /3 o T'Xx Al.

Therefore f3 o T'' &1 oF§ = 0 which is the same as to say p o F"g oTy = 0. Since T£ is
an epimorphism, it follows that /3 o i<"'g = 0. Thereby j3 — 0 so that a = 0 i.e. F"q is an
epimorphism. Since F"q is always a split monomorphism it follows that F"q is an isomorphism.
Now let F be homotopy invariant. We show that F' is homotopy invariant too. Again look
at the previous diagram. I claim that T% ° Fq o T'Xx Al = 0. To show that, consider the

composition of this morphism from the left side with F"q and replace F"q o T'l by T" Al o Fq,
which is provided by the commutativity of the right side rectangle of the diagram. Then the
composition T" .j °T'X Al is a zero morphism. Hence the first morphism in the claim is zero

up to composition from the left by F"q. Using the fact that F"q has a left inverse one conclude
the claim. Hence T'% oFq °T'Xx Al is zero. The morphism T'x is a kernel for T'x so that there

exists a morphism /?: F'(X xk A\) -> F(X) such that T'x o j3 = Fq~l o T'Xx A l . This equality
and commutativity of the diagram implies that T' Al o F'q o (3 = T' . i. Since T' Al is a

A X fc ̂  A X fc A^, A X fc A^

monomorphism we get F'q o j3 = idF,,Xx Aiy D
For any object X of Sm/fc and any element a G Â  define the closed embedding ^x,Q:X -̂>
Z xfc A[ to be the idx x {a}.

Lemma 3.5.3 Let F be a presheaf on Sm/k. F is homotopy invariant if and only if .F^A^O) =
F{ix,i): F(X xk A\) —> F(X) for each smooth scheme X of finite type over k.
Proof. If F is homotopy invariant then the projection q: X xk A| —> X induces an isomorphism
F(g): F(X) -> F(X xfc A\). Since g o ̂ ,0 = idx for each a E A [ one has F(ix,o) = -^(^,1) =
Fq . Conversely assume ^(^,0) = F(ix,i) for each smooth scheme X of finite type over
k. Consider the multiplication m:A\ xk A\ -» AjJ. given by {x,y) >-> xy. The diagram below
commutes; indeed the original diagram in Sm/k is commutative.

F(XxkAl) <™- F(X) ^ ^ F(XxkAl)

F(XxkAl) {
F{*XXkAl0) F(XxkA\xkAl) (

By assumption F(iXXkAi 0) — F(iXxkAi x). So the composition of morphisms in the first row
equals F(iXXkAik>1)oF{idx xm) , which is F({idx x m)o(*XX)fcAi J ) = F («J X x i A i ) , that is
is an isomorphism. •
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The standard cosimplicial scheme is denoted by A*: A —>• Sm/k and has the value A": =
Spec(k[xo,Xi,... ,xn]/ < Y^o<i<nxi — 1 > at [n]. The faces and degeneracies are defiened as
follows. Remember the definitions of cofaces d? and codegeneracies s-7 in 2.1. Define the face
maps 8^: = An(d^) of our cosimplicial scheme A* to be the morphisms corresponding to

which are induced by d? for n > 1 and 0 < j < n. Similarly a™: =- An(s J) which is defined for
n > 0 and 0 < j< n. There is associated to this cosimplicial scheme a complex of presheaves

F(A° xk - ) <- • • • <r- ^ ( A " - 1 xfc - ) A - F(An x* - ) < - • • •

The cohomology presheaves #~l(C*(-^)) will be denoted by h^F) for each i e Z . Also note that
.F i-» C_*{F) is an exact functor from the category of presheaves to the category of complexes of
presheaves. At level zero one can see that

h0(F)(U)=Coker(F(UxkAl) F^'^-F^o\

Proposition 3.5.4 Let F be a presheaf on Sm/k. Then for any scheme X of finite type over
k and any i £ Z the morphism hi(F)(X) —» hi(F)(X X& A|) induced by the projection over X
is an isomorphism, i.e. for each % € Z the presheaf h^F) is homotopy invariant.
Proof Using the previous lemma 3.5.3 it is enough to show that two morphisms hi{F)(ix,o)
and hi(F)(ix,i) coinside, rather by an usual argument it suffices to prove that C_i(F)(ix,o) is
chain homotopic to C_i{F){ix,i)- To do this for each n > 0 define a homomorphism sn: F(X Xj.
A\ xfc A") -> F(X xfc A"+1) by the formula sn:= E o < i < n ( - 1 ) i i ? ( ( ^ x ^ ) ) where ^ : A"+1 ->
An Xfc A| is the isomorphism sending the j—th vertex Vj of A"+1 to Vj x 0 if j < i or to Vj_i x 1
if j > i. This follows that sd + ds = C* (F) {ix,i) - Ct (F) (ix,o)- •

Note that by definition there is a epimorphism F —> !IQ(F) and we show that this is actualy a
universal morphism into any homotopy invariant presheaf.

Proposition 3.5.5i For any presheaf F and any homotopy invariant presheaf G on Sm/fc with
value in an abelian category A the homomorphism

Hom(^0(F), G) -»• Hom(F, G)

induced by the surjection F —> hjo{F) is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
Proof By proposition 3.5.4 the pretheory h^F) is homotopy invariant. Note that since the
morphism F —» hQ{F) is an epimorphism, the homomorphism in the proposition is injective.
Any morphism T: F -> G induces a morphism ho(T):ho(F) -> ho(G). Since G is homotopy
invariant we have ho(G) = G and so the surjectivity of the homomorphism follows.

Proposition 3.5.5 The functor hQ(-) is left adjoint to the inclusion functor of the category of
pretheories over k with values in an abelian category A into the category of homotopy invariants
ones, that is for any pretheory (F, (ft, A) and any homotopy invariant pretheory (G, <f>, A) the
homomorphism

Eom(h0(F, 4>, A) , (G, <j>, A)) -> Hom((F, <j>, A ) , (G, <f>, A))

induced by the surjection (F, <f>, A) —> ho(F, <f>, A) is an isomorphism.

Proposition 3.5.6i Let 0 -> F' —>• F —> F" —> 0 be a short exact sequence of objects in
Presh(Sm/k,A). Then there is a canonical long exact sequence in HIPresh(Sm/k,A)
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Proof The category of complexes of presheaves with value in an abelian category is also abelian.
Hence the sequence 0 —» C_*(F') —> Q*{F) -» C^(F") —> 0 is exact in an abelian category.
Thereby there is associated a long exact sequence of homology groups.

Proposition 3.5.6 Let 0 ->• (F',<f)',A) -> (F,(j),A) -> (F",<f>",A) -> 0 be a short exact
sequence of objects in Preth(Sm/k,A). Then there is a canonical long exact sequence in
HIPreth{Sm/k, A)

• • • -> hl+l(F", 4?, A) -> hiiF1, tf, A) -> ht(F, <f>, A) -» ht(F", <f>", A) -» • • •

Proposition 3.5.7i Let F be a presheaf with values in an abelian category A on Sm/fc, and
£7 be a smooth scheme of finite type over k. Then there are isomorphisms of presheaves

in particular if F is homotopy invariant so is FJJ .
Proof It follows from the fact that the complex C_^{Fu) evaluated at a smooth scheme X of
finite type over k, is the same as the complex C_*(F) evaluated at U x^X. Since for a homotopy
invariant presheaf F there is a canonical identification of ho(F) and F, we get the particular
case.

Proposition 3.5.7 Let (F, <j>, A) be a presheaf with values in an abelian category A on Sm/k,
and U be a smooth scheme of finite type over k. Then there are isomorphisms of pretheories

in particular if (F, cf>, A) is homotopy invariant so is (F, (p,A)u-

The following is a consequence of the fact that the inverse image functor commutes with induc-
tive limits, see 1.3.1.

Proposition 3.5.8 Let k C k' be a separable field extension. Denote the corresponding
morphism by f: Spec(k') —> Spec(k). Then the inverse image functor /*: Preth(k,A) —>
Preth(k', A) takes homotopy invariant pretheories to homotopy invariant pretheories and com-
mutes with the corresponding functors h^

Proposition 3.5.9 Let (F,<f>,A) be a pretheory over k. It is homotopy invariant if and only
if for any smooth scheme S of finite type over k and any smooth curve X —> S over 5 the
morphism <f>x/s c a n be factored through the canonical surjection cequi(X/S,0) —> ho(X/S).
Proof Let (F,(f>,A) be a homotopy invariant pretheory, and 3fo, 2f\ be elements in the group
cequi{X/S,0). Assume that there exists a relative cycle 3f in cegui(X x^ A\/S xk A|,0) such
that cycl(isfl){3?) = ^o and cycl{is,i){3?) = 3?\. Look at the following diagram:

F(X) **/*«*•"><*», F{S)

F(XxkAl) i±_JL± >F(SxkAl)

By property P2— the diagram is commutative for a = 0,1. Since F is homotopy invariant, the
morphism F(ix,a) is a n isomorphism and F(isfl) — F(is,i). Hence <Px/s(^o) = 4>x/s{^\)- So
the morphism 4>x/s factors through the surjection cegui(X/S,0) -)• ho(X/S). Conversely assume
that <fix/s factors through cequi(X/S, 0) —>• ho(X/S). We want to show the rows in the following
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diagram are identity morphisms.

F(XxkAl) - ^ ^ > F(X) ^ ^ 4 F(XxkAl)

F(prxxidAl)

F(XxkAl) k-+ F(XxkA\ xkA\)

The diagram is commutative as the original one in Sm/k is. Let 3f be an element of the group
cequi{X xk A£ xk A\/X Xfe Aj., 0) which corresponds to the closed subscheme X xk A\ xk {0}.
By property P I - we have F{iXXk^Qi) = (f>xxkAjtxkAl/xxkAji(&)- % definition the cycle &
determines the same class in ho(X/S) as the graph of the morphism idx xk AAi : I x A [ —>
I x ^ A j XfcAjj. does. But this means that (p(3f) = F(idx x AAi). This fact and the commutativity
of the previous diagram show that F is homotopy invariant.

3.6 Examples of pretheories

Etale cohomology. Let A; be a field, and Sm/k be the category of smooth schemes of finite
type over k. Set

#?#{-,F) := Kp-^{p*_(F)):Sm/k -> T>(Gal(k/k) - mod)

where px-X —> Spec(k) is the structure morphism, see 1.3.1.6(2). This functor has a canonical
structure of a pretheory. The functor H\t{—,p*_F): Sm/k -> Ab, which is defined for all i > 0,
has also a canonical structure of a pretheory. Both pretheories above are homotopy invariant,
provided that F is a sheaf of Z[l/Char(k)]—modules.
Algebraic K-theory. There is an obvious option (pull-back to the closed subscheme and
then push-forward along the proper morphism) to get a transfer map 4>x/s '• cequi (X/S, 0) ~̂
H.omAb(Ki(X),Ki(S)), where if; is the i—th algebraic K-group and X -> S is a smooth curve.
An example by Mark Walker shows that these maps fail to satisfy the second property of a
pretheory. Nevertheless if we consider the separated presheaf associated to (not necessarily
separated) presheaf K{(—), then the transfers above give a structure of homotopy invariant
pretheories.
Algebraic De Rham cohomology. Let A; be a field of characteristic zero. The functor bellow
admits a structure of pretheory.

_,*(£}*): Sm/k -> k - mod

qfh-sheaves. The restriction of any abelian qfh-sheaf to the category Sm/k of smooth schemes
of finite type over a field k, has a structure of pretheory.
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Chapter 4

Motivic cohomology and Bloch's
higher Chow groups

4.1 Motivic cohomology

A pointed scheme over a field A; is a pair (X, x) consisting of a smooth scheme X of finite type
over k and a A;—point x: Spec(k) —» X) of it. For a finite family {(Xi,X{)\i = 1,2, • • • n} of
pointed schemes we define Zjr(/\j<rj(Xj, Xi)) to be the cokernel of the following morphism.

- (_idXlx-xxjX-idxn)
Xj-XkXn) > 7,tr(Xi_Xk--XkXn))

This cokernel is provided by the abelian structure on PST(fc). In particular we have Ztr((X, x)) =
Coker(Z —> Ztr{X)). Since x is morphism over k we get a canonical splitting Ztr(X) =
Ztr®Ztr((X1x)). Hence the presheaves Ztr((X,x)) are also projective object in PST(A;). One
can easily show that all objects Ztr(f\i<n(Xi, X{)) are direct summands of Ztr(X\ x& • • • x^ Xn)
and so they are projective in PST(fc). Let Gm be the pointed scheme (Spec(k[t, i"1], < t >*)).
One can show that

m
Z //p<Am\ /TN r̂  //pAm^T1)

i=o

The motivic complex of weight q is defined as the cochain complex

It follows that for any pair n, m of integers there is a canonical quasi isomorphism Z (n) <8>zZ (m) =
Z(n + m).

Theorem 4.1.1 [VS, 3.2] The weight one motivic complex Z(l) is quasi isomorphic to &*\— 1].

Since for any smooth scheme X the presheaf Ztr(X) is actually a sheaf in Zariski, etale and
Nisnevich topology, we know the motivic complexes are cochain of sheaves. We define motivic
cohomology groups with coefficients in an abelian group A, as Zariski hyper-cohomology

H^&Aiq)) :=lfZar(X,Z(q)®zA).

By definition it follows that Z(0) is quasi-isomorphic to Z, viewed as a complex with Z in
zero position and zero elsewhere. Thereby we can compute weight zero motivic cohomology;
HV

M(X, Z(0)) = Z(X) for p = 0 and zero for other values of p. The weight one motivic coho-
mology needs a bit more work to be computed. By the the preceding theorem, we conclude that
HP

M(X, Z(l)) = T{X, 6*x) for p = 0 and equals Pic(X) for p = 1 and zero for all other values of
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p. Since the cohomology groups vanish at levels beyond the dimension of a scheme, we conclude
the first part of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1.2 [MVW] Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k. Then
Hp

M(X,Z{q)) = 0 for p > q + dim(X). If in addition X is integral then Hp
M{X,Z(q)) = 0

for p > 2q as well.

By the quasi isomorphisms between the motivic complexes that we discussed earlier we conclude
the existence of a pairing

Hp
M(X,Z(q))®zH

p
M(X,Z(<l')) -> Hff'(X,Z(q + <?'))•

This pairing provides a bi-graded commutative structure on the H^4(X,Z(*)), i.e. the pairing
above is skew-commutative. For a proof of the following see [SV, 3.4].

Theorem 4.1.3 Let k be any field and n > 0. There is a natural isomorphism

We may want to consider the Nisnevich or etale hyper-cohomology of motivic complexes. The
Nisnevich corresponding hyper-cohomology will not give new groups as the following result
shows.

Lemma 4.1.4 [VSF, Chapter 3] Let F be a presheaf with transfer on Sm/k. Then there
exists a unique structure of Nisnevich sheaf with transfer on the sheafification FNis such that
the canonical morphism F —> FNis is a morphism of presheaves with transfers, and hence

The etale Lichtenbaum motivic cohomology with coefficient in an abelian group A is defined as

Hp
c(X,A(q)) :=E?,t(X,Z(q)®zA).

Theorem 4.1.5 [MVW] Let X be a smooth schemes of finite type over a field k and n an
integer prime to the characteristic of k then:

Hp
c{X,Z/n(q))^HP

t{X,ii®<}) for q > 0 and p € Z.

Definition 4.1.6 Let R be a commutative ring. Let X be any smooth scheme over a field k.
The pretheory R <g>z Ztr(X) with value in R — mod helps us to define the Suslin's algebraic
singular homology groups as

H?ng{X-R) := hi(R ®z Ztr(X))(Spec(k))

for each i > 0.

Theorem 4.1.7 Let A; be a separable closed field field and X a smooth scheme of finite type
over k. If n is a natural number primr to the characteristic of k, then for each i, there exists a
natural isomorphism

where the * denotes the dual of the module over Z/n.

4.2 Bloch's higher Chow groups

In this section we talk a bit about Bloch's higher chow groups, which was actually a good
candidate of motivic cohomology in the last decade. All coming results in this section are taken
from [Levine]. Let X be an arbitrary scheme. We have a cosimplicial schemes A^ which is
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defined as Ax := Spec{Z[t0, • • • tn}/ < £ tj = 1 >) ®z X at [n] for each n > 0. A face of Ax

is the image sub-scheme of the monomorphism Ax(g) for some injection g: [m] —> [n]. Define
the group 2fq(Ax) to be the free abelian group generated by integral closed sub-scheme of
codimension q of A^-. Let zq(X, n) be the subgroup of 3?q(Ax) generated by the codimension q
integral sub-schemes of Ax having a intersection of at least codimension q with each face. Hence
we get a simplicial abelian group zq(X, —) for each q. The associated complex of abelian groups
zq(X, *) is called the Bloch's cycle complex of X. Now let X be a reduced scheme, (essentially)
of finite type over a field k. The Bloch's higher chow groups of X are defined as

CW(X,p):=Hp(z*(X,*)).

We can compute the higher Chow groups of a smooth scheme X at level one. The group
C H ^ . p ) is Pic(X) for p = 0, T(X, 0*x) for p = 1 and Zero for p > 2.
Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of varieties over k (i.e. geometrically integral schemes of finite
type over A;) If / is flat then the pull-back of cycles via the induced map Ax -» Ay give rise
to a morphism of complexes /*: zg(Y, *) —> zq(X, *). This map obviously induces the pull-back
map /*: CHq(Y,p) —> CHq(X,p) for all p,q € Z. Now from the general theory of relative cycles
we know that any proper morphism / : X —> Y of relative dimension d induces the push-forward
map f*:CH.q+d(X,p) —> CH9(y,p). In a series of papers by S. Bloch the following properties
have been proved.

Theorem 4.2.1 Let X be a quasi-projective variety. Then the following properties of higher
Chow groups hold.
(1). The higher Chow groups are homotopy invariant. That is, the projection prx: X xk Aj. -> X
induces an isomorphism prx: CW(X,p) -> CW(X xk A\,p).
(2) . T h e r e a r e t h e loca l i za t ion a n d Mayer -Vie to r i s long exac t sequences . T h a t is, if j : Z c-» X
is a closed s u b - s c h e m e of cod imens ion d w i t h t h e c o m p l e m e n t o p e n immers ion i:U c—> X, t h e n
t h e r e is a s soc i a t ed t o i t t h e long exac t s equence

> CUq-d(Z,p) h CEq(X,p) ^ CW{U,p) -> CB.q-d{X,p - 1) -»• • • •

which is called the localization sequence. Similarly if X = UUV, with iu'-U •—* X and %y. V <-> X
open sub-schemes, then the sequence bellow, which is called the Mayer-Vietoris sequences, is
exact.

Theorem 4.2.2 Let X be a smooth scheme (essentially) of finite type over a field k. For any
n > 0 there is an isomorphism

d>0

Theorem 4.2.3 [FS] Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. There is a spectral sequence

q(X, -p-q)=> K_p

The particular case X = Spec(k) of this theorem is due to S. Bloch and S. Lichtenbaum; See
PL].
Theorem 4.2.4 [VSF, Chapter 5] Let k be any field of characteristic zero (or more generally
a field which admits the resolution of sungularities). Then for each smooth scheme X of finite
type over k, there are natural isomorphisms
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